
Florida Dance Workshop Dress Code  
for Dance Class and Performance 

*YOU CAN PLACE YOUR ORDER FOR ANY OF THESE ITEMS AT OUR FRONT DESK*  
  HAIR IN ALL CLASSES: Hair should be tied back from face, secured neatly to head, and should not distract a 
dancer from class. Please use hairspray and accessories as needed to secure the hair before your class begins

Braided 

Hairstyle

Clean 

Ponytail

Ballet Bun

BALLET AND POINTE: ANY Solid colored Leotard/ Unitard, “Ballet Pink” tights and ballet shoes are required for 
all ballet classes. If a student choses, they may also wear tight fitting shorts, or ballet skirt. (Students in Adv Int 
Ballet & up shoe be in a split sole canvas ballet shoe.)

Ballet attire Ballet shoe in 

“Ballet Pink”

“Ballet Pink” 

Transition Tight

LYRICAL/ CONTEMPORARY, JAZZ, ACRO, STRETCHING/TECHNIQUE ATTIRE: Solid color Leotard/Unitard 
and tan tights are ALWAYS appropriate, as well as 2 piece outfits, yoga pants, and FDW shirts. Though bare feet 
are preferred for some of the class portions, students should also always have a pair of jazz shoes, half-sole 
lyrical shoes, or socks handy for turns and combinations. Be sure to take all shoes and socks home each night. 
Girls: please always wear a sports bra in Acro, regardless of age, if your are not wearing a leotard. *Clothing 
should be fitted to allow teacher to see dancer’s body lines* Shoes as pictured.

TAP/HIP HOP ATTIRE: Any comfortable workout style attire is appropriate including: 2 piece outfits, yoga pants, 
and T shirts. Students should also always have their tap shoes and/or sneakers (hip hop). 

FDW 

Shirt

Solid color

leotard

Crop top & 

Leggings

Lyrical shoe 

In “tan” 


*can be dyed in 

coffee to better 

match skin tone

Jazz shoe in

“Caramel” or

“Hazelnet” to 

match skin tone

“Light Suntan” 

Transition tights


*darker tones

available to 

match skintone 

as needed

“Velcro style” 

Tan shoes for Kinder

 & Beginner 


*Caramel color for 

Beginner level 

& up*


ANY color 

Is OK

for class

“Caramel”

Slip on tap shoe


*intermediate 

level & up*

Please have dancers wear street shoes when coming to and from the studio so 
dance shoes can stay clean. Thank you!

“Tan” or “Caramel” 
Velcro “Buckle Style” Tap 

shoes for Kinderdance 
and Beginner Tap 

Classes.


“Honey” or “Hazelnut” STIRRUP 
tights for all performances (to 
match skintone). Jazz shoes are 
available in both colors as well.

Black canvas

style high top 

sneaker for 

hip hop (for some classes, 
shoes are included with 
costume. Please ask 
teacher as the shoe may 
be different from year to 
year and level to level)


ANY sneaker is

OK for class.



Performance Guidelines 
SHOES & TIGHTS: Please follow the color and shoe guidelines on the previous page unless otherwise stated by the teacher. 
ALL tights and shoes should be purchased through the ONLINE STORE in the parent portal to ensure the correct style and 
color.

HAIR FOR SHOWTIME: in a low bun with a side part on the left for all levels except for KINDERDANCE (hair may be worn 
down for this class only). Hair pieces go on the RIGHT side of the bun unless otherwise stated by the teacher. 

MAKE-UP: Do make-up at home. Lots of Cheek Blush. Plum tones Eye Shadow, using lighter shade on the lid, darker in the 
crease and highlighter to the brow. FALSE EYELASHES are needed for all Ovations & Company members. Bright RED 
Lipstick. Careful application of eye-liner can also define features for a more dramatic expression. Line top lid only to outer 
corner. 

Bras and bra straps must not show! Please see the bra image below. WE HAVE A LIMITED SUPPLY IN STUDIO! TIGHTS 
should replace underwear. If you wear underwear, NO PANTY LINES! 

Simple “diamond” look earrings or fancier “stage” earrings (pictured below) are encouraged for all  
students, and are mandatory for all Ovations and Dance Company members. WE HAVE IN STOCK AT STUDIO 

A personalized FDW Warm Up pay be purchased online and is a great option to “cover up” dancewear and costumes.

Don’t forget to put your child’s name/ initials on all tags of costumes & shoes! 

Makeup for 12+ Makeup for 11 & under “Showtime bun” low bun 
with part on dancer’s left

Competition Hairstyle 
(center 

Nude or 

hazelnut 

leotard for

under 

costume 

(If desired)


“Dance bra” 

FRONT


“Dance bra” 

BACK


Dance Earrings

FDW Jacket FDW Pant


